Note: You should have completed 80-120 hours at an internship prior to Sept. 1, 2019
Instructor: Richard Watts, 802-373-1131 rwatts@uvm.edu

COURSE DELIVERABLES

ATTEND THREE CLASSES (Individual meetings with Richard Watts can be substituted through an appointment on his calendar OR by attending an AS-190 A, B or C alternative session).

COMPLETE ALL ASSIGNMENTS:

1. Updated resume (twice, once at the beginning, once at the end with new experience) -

2. Linked In site (twice, once at the beginning, once at the end with new experience) & social media review –

3. Job/intern interview (informational or real) –

4. Final reflection, a letter to the next intern –

5. Site logs – Due every Sunday before midnight (must do 4)

6. Have completed between 80 and 120 Hours prior to Sept 1, 2019 in an internship.

GRADES: This course graded and grades will be assigned based on satisfactory completion of assignments.